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Abstract—This paper focuses on the mechanism of SLAM that depicts the area mapping mechanism, with the help of ultrasonic sensors, 

for detection of object from a range and also uses magnetometer for tracking robot position and its directional sense. The robot uses wall 

obstacle avoiding technique for the movement inside an atmosphere. The control logic have been developed keeping many factors such as 

distance of wall, obstacles avoidance, determination of position of robot and mapping a 2d environment. Two cases were focused in this 

project, the result of first case showed how mobile robot can navigate successfully during navigation. 
 

Index Terms— Auto navigation, sonar, SLAM, mapping, localization, RF link 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
          Robots are designed to meet the aim of mankind that they can't accomplish. SLAM is that the method of building a map of associate 

degree unknown setting and computing at constant time the automaton position with the made map. each steps depend upon one another. a 

decent map is important to cypher the automaton position associate degreed on the opposite hand simply an correct position estimate yields 

to an accurate map [1]. as a result of navigation, localization, path designing and mapping square measure an important step during a mobile 

automaton, several of the approaches used is straightforward heuristics in turn sorting out face connected cells or configuration with or while 

not the decrease of a criterion. this is often a mobile automaton that's utilized in our work that has asdic sensors. the programs that used for 

this automaton square measure the Advanced AI Interface for Applications (ARIA) that program with C++ package ( Microsoft Visual 

studios ), and AR Networking package was used for setup Wireless TCP/IP Ethernet-to-Serial affiliation between automaton and computer. 

The data from asdic sensors is that the distance between the asdic and object. The automaton contains RF 8transceiver obtainable through 

associate degree NRF module (RF) network, works through pipelining, it's mounted on a automaton, and connected to the automaton 

microcontroller's (Arduino Leonardo) serial port and organized to send it to the package via another microcontroller (Arduino Uno). package 

could then hook up with a RF port at that address and send and receive knowledge to/from the automaton over the interface affiliation. 

 

II. NAVIGATION AND OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE 
 Wall following theory for mobile robot is a technique makes mobile the robot navigate beside the wall without shocking it and also 

avoid hitting any obstacles during navigation near the wall. Wall following is useful for SLAM projects of indoor environment because 

mobile robot can move in most area of the plan without supervisor by using Wall following technique. 

  

III. ROBOT VISION 
         The way to make robot follow the wall and avoid hitting any obstacles is done by using the reading of sonars to search the right walls 

to following it. Our robot has three sonar each sensor can detect obstacles in range from ten centimeters to five meters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Calibration of field vision by the robot 

 

Use Robot Vision Range for Follow Right Wall and Avoid Obstacles  

        Each robot vision has three ranges and by combining robot vision and sonars range reading, we get 9 situations. 

       In this work choosing suitable value of rotation and transition velocity of mobile robot as a reactive of any one of 9 situations, will make 

the robot follow the wall and avoid any obstacle without Intervention of supervisor.      

Imagine a robot with a distance sensor on its right side and two motors. The robot can move forward by positive transition speed and go 

backward by negative transition speed; it can turn left by positive rotation speed. It can turn right by negative rotation speed. Now suppose 

the robot must follow a wall to its right. Here are some solutions to make the robot follow a wall: 
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a- measure distance to wall.  

b- If the wall is too close, move away from wall.  

c-  If the right wall is acceptably close, go toward the wall, and back to step (b). 

d-   If the right wall is too far away, keep searching for a wall by going forward and turning right at same time, and back to step (b). 

              In each 27 situations, the mobile robot react, a suitable movement for following the right wall by making the right side of mobile 

robot to be at good range to follow the right wall and not allowing all sides of robot be at near range to avoid crashing any walls and obstacles 

at all time of navigation. Change the reaction of any one of these 27 situations will affect the behaviors of work, like not following the wall or 

crashing it. 3.  

 

IV. LOCALISATION AND MAPPING: 
              SLAM within the mobile AI community typically refers to the method of making geometrically consistent maps of the setting. 

Topological maps area unit a technique of setting illustration that captures the property (i.e., topology) of the setting instead of making a 

geometrically correct map. The mechanism is support with 3 sonars that give object detection and vary data for collision turning away. In our 

work we have a tendency to use sonars of mechanism to assembling a map for indoor setting. 

 

V. STRUCTURE OF CONTROLLER: 
       The overall structure of controller show in figure is makes mobile automaton follow the wall associate degreed avoiding obstacles with 

verify the placement the automaton at the same time with building second map inside an unknown surroundings by mistreatment asdic 

sensors and gaussmeter. The asdic system, position system and speed system area unit buffer recollections that save current and command 

setting in every one. The (sonar Sys.) activates inaudible discs and save back their readings. The (position Sys.) saves current state of 

position sent to compute. The (speed Sys.) of every motor saves current state of command speed and sends it to hurry controller. Encoders 

of mobile automaton used surroundings and conjointly path arrange of mobile automaton therein surroundings. The automaton vision gets 

information from (sonar Sys.) and uses it for following the wall by causation the command from translation and rotation speed command to 

the (speed Sys.) of left and right motor. For build mapping 1
 
that's over the required worth of filter, the output of filter area unit integrated 

with information of (Position Sys.) within the equations of mapping and save the end in text document. to make path arrange for mobile 

automaton, information of position and orientation of automaton are becoming from position Sys and put it aside in text document.to get 

position and current speed that used with asdic reading for building information of mapping of the surroundings. 

 

VI. PROGRAMS AND FACTORS THAT ARE USED IN WORKS  
          This project used (Arduino IDE) to build a program for navigation and mapping. Navigation built by using some command in (visual 

studios) for initialized the robot and controlled the motors of the robot to navigate it in the plan.  

Mapping built by using mathematical equations as a command in (c++), these equations extracted two text document of data results, one for 

mapping of the plan and other for path planning of mobile robot, we used the data of these two text document in Microsoft excel to plot the 

results of mapping and path planning data both of them in one figure to show the final result. There are some variables and factors found in 

Microsoft visual studios and these variables affect the navigation of the robot and also the mapping result. The variables and factors for the 

main program are: a- there are two group one for robot vision (near, good, far) and other group for range (left side, front side, far side) the 

resulted in of merging them is robot vision range. The robot vision ranges that are used in main program are: 

1-near range of robot is less than 500mm 

2- Good range of robot is more than 500mm and less than 700 mm.  

3- Far range all value that is more than 700 mm.  

 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Figure 2 : The bot and the controller 

 

The bot has been designed to monitor the distance constantly and map them into Microsoft visual studios the values from serial monitor 

using the com port. The resulting plot have been done in an experimental area and the results have been opted. 

 

 
Figure 3 : Mapping of experimental area by visual studios 
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The following points summarize the most conclusions of navigation and mapping with path set up result derived from Experiments of work: 

1-Wall following technique create mobile mechanism move while not supervisor and conjointly create mobile mechanism navigate in 

unknown atmosphere while not want the map of set up. 

2-Decreasing the worth of mechanism vision vary of mobile mechanism particularly close to vary creates mobile mechanism move near the 

wall which make it at risk of unmitigated. Increase the worth of mechanism vision of mobile mechanism particularly close to vary create 

mobile mechanism not capable to maneuver in slender passageway. 

 3-The result of variable detector vary or mechanism vision showed that it doesn't solely result on the gap between the mobile mechanism, 

obstacles and walls, however conjointly it affects the form of the trail from begin to finish purpose. Increasing the detector vary might force 

the mechanism to require a completely  different path to the goal particularly if it's to travel through tiny openings with relevancy the 

detector vary  

4-Wall following is helpful for SLAM comes as a result of mobile mechanism will move in most space of the set up by exploitation Wall 

following technique that may create mechanism observe most walls and obstacles within the set up by exploitation measuring device sensors 

to mapping it throughout navigation.  

 5-Using one measuring device for mapping created mapping result clear however conjointly exploitation all measuring device of mobile 

mechanism created mechanism observes all obstacles and walls that it's cannot detect by exploitation one measuring device. 

6-Mapping use measuring device failed to show the small print of the set up of abstraction obstacles and little object. 
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